ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
At present, the major approach for fault location and isolation in the distribution network is based on uploading electrical and switching data of each Feeder Terminal Unit (FTU) to the main station after the fault occurs. But if the relevant information of FTU can't quickly and effectively upload to main station, it will affect the rapid positioning of the fault. Especially when using FTU from different manufacturers, the information transmission format is inconsistent, and the fault information cannot be analytic correctly. Therefore, there are still some problems, such as the expansion of the power cut area, and longer power supply restoration time for non-fault districts in this fault processing mode. We would call the intelligent station with quick fault location and isolation the system in the following.
OVERVIEW OF IEC 61850

Overview of IEC 61850
At present, intelligence is the deriction of grid development. Most intelligent stations adopting IEC 61850 protocol for communication to achieve intercommunication and interoperation between FTUs from different manufacturers, combination and sharing the information and resources of the whole station. Take IEC 61850 to satisfy the digitizing, information, intelligence demands of the station [1] [2] [3] . IEC61850 provides a generic object oriented substation event(GOOSE) model. GOOSE model makes fast and reliable transmission of input and output data possible. GOOSE model is based on the distributed autonomy concept, taking multicast service to provide an efficient method that allow multiple devices to transmit GOOSE message at the same time. The object of GOOSE model is to transmit data based on logic devices. GOOSE message is mapped directly to the Ethernet link layer, messages can be transmitted preferentially. Exchange of GOOSE information is based on a publisher/subscriber mechanism. The publisher/subscriber communication mechanism [4, 5] achieves fast reliable transmission for both send and receive side. This kind of mechanism can achieve fast and reliable transmission of vast amount of information during grid failure. Its retransmission mechanism can prevent packet loss and enhance the reliability of data communication.
Generic Object Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE)
GOOSE
Virtual Substation
IEC61850/GOOSE is designed for information sharing and interoperation for IEDs within one substation. Taking IEC61850/GOOSE into the system, a virtual substation should be set. Regard the substations as slave IEDs of the system, the control centre as Master IED. GOOSE information exchanging is based on the publisher/subscriber mechanism. The publisher packages a dataset of logical nodes (LN), data objects (DO), data attributes (DA) to a data block and send the data block to the GOOSE network (The data block in the GOOSE network is called GOOSE message). The GOOSE message would broadcast through the GOOSE network. IED can receive all GOOSE messages in its local buffer. So, the subscriber must be able to identify what is useful currently. There is input configuration of every IED can detect which message is useful. When the IED input configuration matches with the messages in the buffer, the IED would take the message in the buffer. Transmission cycle   T0  T0  T0  T1 T2  T3  T3  T0 Event Transmission time
Figures.3 Time diagram of GOOSE transmission.
GOOSE messages is sent in a fixed period under normal circumstance. When an event occurs, GOOSE retransmission mechanism would reduce the transmission time and send a GOOSE message. Then it would retransmit the message two times with the shortest time. The transmission period would recover to the normal level after retransmission.
COMMUNICATION OF THE SYSTEM Information Collection Program
According to the logic operation requirements of the system, the topology of the chain series distribution network is needed to be recognized. 
Communication Channel Requirements
For bilateral power supply distribution network，every line loop within the distribution network should equipped with optical fiber differential protection channel. Switches between the slave IEDs need dedicated fiber to perform serial communication. Every system should own its own fiber channel.
System Configuration
In this system, we need to create GOOSE network on the process layer network. Take fiber or cable as physical communication media, the substation (slave IED) of the system communicates with the switches inside the substation via multimode fiber; substation transfer information to master IED via single-mode fiber. Master IED would make logical operation based on the information, transfer the tripping command to the substation via GOOSE. 
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK TOPOLOGY RECOGNITION SSD automation Modeling
IEC 61850 system specification description (SSD) file is a description of substation primary equipment and its connection relationship. The structure of SSD file is shown at Fig6. To build the topology of the distribution network we need to generate the SSD file of each substation.
Automation modelling steps
The method takes the following steps to generate SSD files: 1 Traverse all sub-elements in visual SSD figure and take the substation related information from subelements.
2 Create node elements based on the provision of SCL Schema and the structure of SSD. 3 Add the substation related information to node elements as property values.
Substation (1) Header ( 
Distribution network topology recognition
The system consists of several slave IEDs (substations). In our example in Fig9, there are five substations. Every substation has its own SSD, which contains a device topology of the substation. To realize quick fault location and isolation, we need to recognize the topology of the distribution network of the system [9] .
Name specification
As the boundary of each substation, the line must be uniformly named in the virtual station. Substation device should add substation name before its name. Therefore to ensure the name uniqueness in the virtual station. 
Topology splicing
CONCLUSION
Take a distribution network simulation case on RTDS, the capability of quick fault location and isolation can be achieved in 50ms by the SSD modelling based on IEC 61850 and the high speed GOOSE communication technology. Moreover, the fault recovery can be completed within minutes. This approach is able to secure not only a reliable electrical grid, but also a resilient electrical grid that in a fast and controlled way can recover from undesired states with minimal consequences for users. An information collecting method and a process layer GOOSE network have been developed based on the information exchanged between the main station and the substations. The entire topology of the system has been generated based on the configuration process. The GOOSE model has solved the delay problem and achieved the real-time and reliable communication between the master IED and the slave IEDs.
